
PA RT II

CONDUCTING 
A VISUAL ASSESSMENT 
OF THE BYWAY



A visual assessment of your Byway corridor serves two
equally important functions:

1. You will examine the corridor’s visual quality more
carefully and in greater depth than in your original
CMP. A comprehensive visual assessment of the
Byway provides a valuable foundation for prioritizing
important visual quality issues and developing new
ways of moving toward your CMP’s goals. 

2. You can involve a wide range of local leaders, 
citizens and organizations to cultivate their interest
in, and commitment to, managing the Byway’s
scenic quality.

GETTING STA RTED ON 
A V I S UAL A S S E S S M E N T

A visual assessment exercise can include activities 
such as exploring through maps and field observations,
photographing particular sections and visualizing future
change via computer models. As you develop a plan for
a comprehensive scenic assessment, consider: 

• Who should be involved in the scenic assessment of

the Byway ? How can communities, civic org a n i z a t i o n s ,
chambers of commerce, citizens, local officials, land
management agencies and others play a part in this
effort? What is the best way to include them?

T
he first step toward managing scenic quality is a visual assessment. Like brush strokes in a painting, all the individual

re s o u rces come together to compose the Byway experience. A visual assessment can help your Byway group take a fre s h

look at the corr i d o r, identify the re s o u rces that enhance the scenic quality of the Byway, and those that detract, and determ i n e

which features and sites are most valued. Your assessment is a key step in developing a strategy for scenic conserv a t i o n .
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PART II
Conducting a Visual Assessment of the Byway

THE FIVE STEPS TO A COMPREHENSIVE V I S UA L A S S E S S M E N T

A comprehensive visual assessment compiles the results of in-depth analysis of your Byway’s visual resources. It
helps you determine what the community values about the corridor and is a framework for your group’s future
scenic conservation activities.This section introduces five steps that will help you complete this important task:

STEP 1: Identify key resources and relationships that define the character of the Byway corri d o r

STEP 2: Map distance zones 

STEP 3: Become familiar with related planning documents and initiatives

STEP 4: Identify issues for scenic quality

STEP 5: Develop a strategic plan for scenic conservation



• What is the best way to organize the Byway

scenic assessment? 

– If a Byway is long or complex, identify and prioritize
segments. Scenic quality may be more at risk in some
sections than in others. Impending opportunities may
influence your priorities, such as re c o n s t ruction of a
section of the road. 

– Select specific scenic issues along the entire Byway
to study in more detail. This equips the planning
committee to make broad recommendations for
the entire corridor.

• Where can I find help? 

– Among the design professionals available to assist
you, landscape architects are often re c o m m e n d e d .
Landscape architects specialize in visual assessment
and can guide you through the scenic assessment
p rocess. By virtue of their education, experience
and, where re q u i red by state statute, their licensure ,
these design professionals are best qualified to 
conduct visual assessments. They could be re t a i n e d
and paid to lead the eff o rt, or re c ruited as volunteer
members of the community, offering valuable advice
and assistance. Your partners may have a landscape
a rchitect on staff that could participate in this
e ff o rt. Federal and state land management agencies
and local planning and parks offices often have
landscape architects in their organizations. 

CONDUCTING A 
V I S UAL ASSESSMENT 

IDENTIFY CHARACTER-DEFINING KEY
RESOURCES AND RELATIONSHIPS 

First, you must understand what you have, so that you
can chart your conservation strategies. This step helps
you to identify the resources and relationships that
define the character of the Byway corridor.

What I love about my Byway is… Begin by evaluating the
qualities that make your Byway unique and special to
you—mountains, rolling farmland, the intimacy of a
small town square, or even neon signs that remind you of
another era. What types or magnitude of change would
make you feel that you had lost something special? 

The visual assessment is one way to determine what
the community values about the Byway corridor. Here
are some techniques to discover community values:

• The workshop outlined in Part IV is a useful tool 
for identifying community values and involving
Byway stakeholders. 

• Analyze how the Byway is being marketed. Look at
marketing brochures. Which places do they feature?
What are the subjects of the photographs? 

• Examine the work of local artists, writers and 
filmmakers. Which features are they highlighting?
How are these features portrayed? 

• Work with schools. School groups can be a great
resource for identifying important scenic features
qualities along the Byway.

Grand scale to small scale. Begin at the largest scale and
work your way down. What are the overall impressions
of your Byway? If someone who had never visited calls
and asks you what is special about your Byway, how
would you describe it? Can you “paint” one picture? Or
is it necessary to describe it more like a film, flowing
from one scene to the next? 

• Which features are key? Are the mountains, trees,
buildings, or historic character the backdrop for 
your story? This overall impression is the beginning
of your assessment process.

Find the treasures. Next, it’s time for a “treasure hunt.”
Ask participants to photograph the views they most
value along the Byway.

STEP ONE
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To find the treasures, ask participants to photograph the views they most
value along the Byway. Photo courtesy of Steven Strohmeier.



• Examine these “high-value areas” and describe which
elements contribute to defining these special places.
How do these elements contribute to the intrinsic
qualities that led to designation? 

Go with the flow. Traveling a Byway is not like sitting in
a theater, where viewers sit in one location and the
experience is fixed before them. Travelers experience
your Byway while they pass through the landscape. The
relationship of the string of experiences is important in
defining scenic resources. 

• Identify how the corridor’s visual sequences work
together. How do the highly valued views relate to
each other? How do the views that were considered
negative relate to one another? 

Where have we come from? Evaluate the direction of
change. Find photos from 10, 20 or even 50 years ago
that represent some of the most highly valued areas. 

• What has changed about the view? 

• Is there a change in the type and distribution 
of trees and shrubs? 

• How has the character of the architecture changed? 

• How has the scenic quality changed? 

• Do you see characteristics that would benefit 
from restoration? 

KEY DEFINING ELEMENTS

The following key elements help define and describe
the positive features and qualities. Adapt each 
question to fit your Byway.

Architectural Character

What makes the Byway’s built environmental resources
unique or typical of the region? Consider:

• What are the building shapes and sizes? Roof styles?
Door and window proportions and styles? Colors and
their relationships to each other? Are the buildings
close together or far apart? What are the buildings’
materials (i.e., stucco, stone, wood) and textures 
(i.e., rough, coarse, smooth)?  

• Is there a common “theme” to valued architectural
character, such as construction from wood or stone,
the window styles or unique trim detail? 

• Could some features or elements be incorporated in
new development to harmonize with the valued
architectural character? 

• What is the architectural character of the areas that
are of concern? What is their state of repair? Do
these areas visually overpower adjacent architecture? 

Community Patterns

How do buildings and other stru c t u res affect the integrity
of the scenic quality? Do they make a positive or negative
contribution? How do the relationships between buildings
and other features define the scenic quality? Consider:

• A re there deep setbacks so buildings stand far from the
ro a d ’s edge? Are buildings close to the road, cre a t i n g
an intimate and confined relationship between the
travelway and the stru c t u re s ?

• Do trees, shrubs and other vegetation soften 
development? 

• Is the vegetation planted in a formal pattern or a
more random, natural pattern?

• What is the density of built environments? Are
buildings close together or widely spaced? 

Natural Environment Character

How do natural landscapes contribute to positive views?
What are these views? The survey form is especially
helpful here. Consider:

• What types of trees grow in these areas, such as
conifers or hardwoods? Assess the ages of trees, their
maturity and density.

• When viewed from a distance, what shapes, colors
and textures do trees and other vegetation create?
Also note water features such as lakes and streams. 
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• How do rock outcrops and the landforms contribute
to the landscape character? 

• How do the environmental elements change with
the seasons? Does the area look particularly stunning
in the fall or spring? Is there a species of tree or shrub
that makes these areas especially attractive, such as
maples in the fall or magnolias in the spring?

• In agricultural landscapes, how do crop rotations or
growth patterns affect views?

Focal Points and Special Places

Some views contain special features, such as a sculpture
or a particular historic structure. Consider:

• Do these features form a focal point or landmark? 

• What would be lost if these elements were gone? 

• Is there symbolic or emotional importance attached to
these places, such as a church, a civil war battlefield or
a place of historic significance? 

Place Usage

C o m p a re the pre f e rred landscape views and contrast
them with areas of concern. How do diff e rent land uses,
such as agriculture, re c reation or industry, contribute to
or detract from the Byway’s scenic quality? Which sites
attract travelers? How do travelers use those sites?

Unique Visual Elements

Consider “accents” in the views, such as signs, lampposts
or other roadside features. Do these contribute to the
visual character or detract from it? In some communities,
s t reet signs or lampposts are distinctive features that help
define the places. 

OTHER QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER FOR 

DEFINING CHARACTER:

1. Is there a special quality to the light during certain
times of day or seasons? 

2. Will changing one of the elements, such as thinning
trees or building taller buildings, change this quality?

3. Is there a sense of stability in the landscape or is there
evidence of frequent change? For example, is this an
a rea with older trees and shrubs and historic buildings?
Do historic structures have a sense of permanence? 
In a natural setting, is fire or logging a dominant 
influence on the scenic quality of the landscape? 

4. Is there a sense of history and time? A sense of
rebirth and renewal? 

MAP DISTANCE ZONES

Distance is important to consider when determining and
prioritizing scenic conservation concerns and strategies.
The impact of visual elements depends on their distance
f rom the viewer. Your group may wish to map distance
zones as colored overlays to visually prioritize scenic
issues and develop scenic conservation strategies. 

GIS programs can help facilitate distance zone mapping.
Using digital terrain models, GIS software can map the
viewshed area from points along the road and identify the
distance zones. You can also check topographic maps,
using ridge tops and other features to map distances. It is
i m p o rtant to travel the road to verify either method .

The USDA Forest Service uses four categories of distance
zones in its system for managing scenic quality (see
Landscape Aesthetics, a Handbook for Scenery Management as
noted in “Resources” at the conclusion of Part II). These zones
a re based on scientific re s e a rch on the amount of detail
people can discern from diff e rent distances. These distance
zones are approximate and provide one method for quanti-
fying the amount of detail that most viewers can perc e i v e .
The four distance zones include: 

IMMEDIATE FOREGROUND

Distance zone: approximately 300 feet from the road

At this distance, people can perceive fine detail, such as
individual leaves on trees, trim around doors and windows,
and detail on site furnishings such as benches and lamps. 

STEP TWO
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These old-style lampposts located along the Historic National Road are
a reminder of days gone by. © Indiana National Road Association.



When planning for the immediate fore g round, it is import a n t
to understand how the fine details contribute to scenic quality.

FOREGROUND

Distance zone: from approximately 300 feet to one-half 
mile from the road

At this distance, fine detail begins to have less influence on
scenic quality, and general shape and scale becomes more
i m p o rtant. People can still identify individual trees, ro c k
o u t c rops, overall building stru c t u re elements such as doors,
windows and roof shapes, and viewers can perceive a sense
of scale that these elements provide. Shapes, sizes and 
relationships of individual elements (such as buildings and
t rees) define the scenic quality. When planning for areas seen
as fore g round from the Byway, it is important to understand
how the shapes, sizes, color and scale of individual elements
relate to each other and influence the overall composition.

MIDDLE GROUND

Distance zone: approximately one-half mile to four miles
from the road

At this distance, patterns and topography define 
the visible elements. Trees are visible as clusters or
forests rather than distinguishable as individual trees.
Buildings are visible mostly as shapes, and communities
are visible as clusters of buildings and a network of
streets. Mountains, valleys and other terrain features
define the view. When formulating scenic conservation
strategies for middle ground views, it is important to 
understand how the landscape patterns and textures 
contribute to scenic quality.

BACKGROUND

Distance zone: greater than four miles from the road

At this distance, forests and meadows become blocks 
of color. It is too far to perceive texture in all but very
sculptured elements such as rugged mountain peaks and
rock outcrops. Cities and towns become mosaics of
color. When planning for background views, it is important
to understand how color, large patterns and topography
influence the landscape appearance.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER FOR DISTANCE 

ZONE ANALYSIS:

1. A re valued elements in positive views seen as immediate
f o re g round, fore g round, middle ground or backgro u n d ?
What are the characteristics of those zones with positive
views? How do they contribute to the overall quality
of the view?

2. Scenic resources are generally seen from a variety 
of distances as people move along the Byway.
For example, people view fine details from the
immediate foreground while passing through a 
community, but also see the community as patterns
of shapes and colors from an overlook outside of
town. Do your positive views offer more than one
viewing distance? Identify which distance zones
apply to each positive view.

3. What is different in the negatively perceived views
compared to the positive, valued views?

BECOME FAMILIAR WITH RELATED
PLANNING DOCUMENTS AND
INITIATIVES

This step is critical for identifying planning, zoning 
and regulatory documents that complement scenic 
conservation, and those that may negatively impact
scenic quality. Comprehensive management plans, 
marketing plans and zoning ordinances can all 
influence scenic quality.

STARTING POINTS

1. Visit with community and county planning offices.
Request copies of management plans, zoning 
ordinances and related maps. 

2. Contact natural resources management agencies
such as the USDA Forest Service, the Bureau of
Land Management or state parks that manage lands
along your Byway. Ask for copies of their land 
management plans. 

3 . Ask local transportation and utility departments for
their plans for future projects within the Byway corr i d o r. 

4. Contact the travel councils, convention and visitors
b u reaus and other marketing agencies to request plans
for marketing and promotion of the Byway corr i d o r. 

These documents will help to identify issues that 
may influence scenic quality. They are also helpful 
in identifying future impacts on scenic quality. For
example, an area that is currently undeveloped may be
zoned for industrial development. This type of issue
may become part of your scenic conservation strategies. 

STEP THREE
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IDENTIFY ISSUES FOR SCENIC QUALITY

Organize the problems identified in Steps One 
through Three according to the scenic conservation
issue that applies to them. Curre n t l y, scenic conservation 
concerns fall into eight issues or categories, as 
described below.

T I P : “ P a rt III: Scenic Conservation Issues” addresses tools and
techniques you can use to tackle these issues and alter feature s
of your Byway. Local and national publications can help
a d d ress these issues, too. (See References and Resources section.)

WHICH SCENIC CONSERVATION ISSUE APPLIES 

TO YOUR CONCERNS?

Issue #1: Design in Towns, Historic Districts,

Commercial Areas and Neighborhoods

This category focuses on features in the immediate 
f o re g round where building details and their re l a t i o n s h i p s
to each other are important. List concerns, such as
deterioration of existing structures or new construction
that competes or contrasts with valued features.

Issue #2: Trees and Vegetation Management

Trees, shrubs, flowers and grasses make important 
contributions in defining the Byway’s scenic quality,
particularly from immediate foreground to background
views. While most people would consider vegetation 
as positive, some invasive species, such as kudzu, can
negatively impact views. Trees and shrubs can sometimes
obstruct views, but with careful management they can
frame the view rather than hide it. Examine historic
photos. Have the types of trees changed? What about
their age or density? 

Landscaping is another feature of vegetation 
management, particularly in communities. How is 
the landscaping making a positive contribution to 
the views? Could landscaping help to screen or
improve some areas? What is the condition of the
“urban forest?” Are grand, mature street trees 
beginning to die? 

Issue #3: Natural,Working and Designed Landscapes

Does the landscape serve a function? This issue relates to
land use and land management conservation characteristics,
which influence the scenic quality and contribute to its
overall character. Farmsteads, ranches, historic mines,
parks or arboretums are all examples of uses that define
unique characteristics. Working lands can be managed for
w i l d e rness, re c reation settings, timber harvest, mineral
extraction or livestock grazing, for example.

Issue #4: Context-Sensitive Highway, Street 

and Bridge Solutions

This issue area applies to road design and includes both
the existing road and proposed changes. Road design
generally is a concern in immediate foreground view.
However, a road may be a concern in middle ground
views from other locations along the road. For example,
in steep mountainous locations, a road with large cuts
or fill may be a dominant feature when viewed from an
overlook on an opposite slope. A road may blend in
when viewed from a distance, or it may create a stro n g
line through a view. 

Do roadway character or features such as guardrails,
bridges, lights, road cuts or fills negatively impact 
the quality of the road? Are there places where they
positively impact the scenic quality? Are historic
bridges important to the road’s character? Are they 
at risk of being replaced or retrofitted in a way that
obliterates their original qualities? 

Issue #5: On-Premise, Off-Premise and Roadway Signs

Generally, signs are visible in immediate foreground
where fine details are important. However, large signs
lit at night may create an unwanted accent visible in
middle ground views. Identify situations where signs
make a positive contribution to valued views. What are
the characteristics of those signs? Then look at views
where signs are a concern. How do they differ from
those that make a positive contribution? 

Issue #6: Wireless Telecommunications Towers and

Overhead Utility Wires

Utilities often impact immediate fore g round views.
Sometimes utility corridors are visible in middle gro u n d
and background views. Are transmission towers or utility
lines identified as negative features? Is this a part i c u l a r
impact on a specific location, or is it a re c u rring issue in
many areas along the Byway? 

STEP FOUR
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Issue #7: Night Lighting

Night lighting can impact scenic quality from immediate
f o re g round to background views. While lighting can
i m p rove safety and the perception of safety, excessive or
poorly designed lighting can impact the character of are a s
at night, and can impact views from great distances.

Issue #8: Views,Vistas and Open Spaces

This issue focuses on changes in landscape patterns,
such as sites where development reduces open space 
or begins to dominate or affect the experience of the
valued scenic quality. These issues can impact views at
all distances, but can have a major impact on middle
ground and background. 

DEVELOP A SCENIC CONSERVATION
STRATEGIC PLAN 

Now is the time to develop priorities and formulate a
strategic plan. Which scenic resources are most at risk?
Is the risk so imminent that if action isn’t taken soon
the resource will be irretrievably lost? A building,
bridge or stand of trees may face slow deterioration or
certain destruction. An open space or access to an
important view may disappear unless you act promptly.
For example, is the department of transportation 
initiating a corridor plan to examine reconstruction 
of part of the road? Analyzing risks and opportunities
can help you prioritize your plan’s initiatives. 

It is important to formulate mid-term and long-term goals.
What projects or actions will help move your org a n i z a t i o n
t o w a rd its scenic conservation goals? Will it be easier to
achieve some objectives in phases? Are there projects that
must be done prior to initiating others? There is no right
way to develop your strategic plan. Each one is unique,
based on your Byway’s length and complexity. 

STEP FIVE 

•Identify key partners in your effo rt s . Local and state
agencies and organizations can help you preserve and
enhance your Byway ’s scenic quality. Contact local land
trusts, your local planning organization, state historic
preservation office or state department of natural
resources. In addition, national conservation groups
m ay be of assistance. M a ny of these groups also have
local or regional offices, such as the American
Farmland Trust, Land Trust Alliance, National Trust 
for Historic Preserv a t i o n , Scenic A m e rica or the Tru s t
for Public Land.Where a Byway is adjacent to fe d e ra l
land, federal agencies such as the National Park
S e rv i c e, U S DA Forest Serv i c e, the Bureau of Land
Management and the U. S . Fish and W i l d l i fe Serv i c e
m ay be able to support or assist your effo rt s .Wo rk i n g
with these part n e rs will strengthen support for yo u r
scenic conservation plan, and promote coordination
with other compatible projects along the corri d o r.

•S t r i ke a healthy balance between the local perspective

on the visual character of the Byway and re g i o n a l

needs and opport u n i t i e s . In many cases, c o m mu n i t i e s
can best manage visual assets at the local leve l , bu t
sometimes a regional understanding of the corridor 
is necessary to gain support for enhancing the most
outstanding or vulnera ble resources.

•W h e re possible, c o o rdinate your scenic conserv a t i o n

planning strategies with other ongoing activities to

p romote and pre s e rve your Byway. For example, t h e
scenic conservation committee might meet with Byway
m e m b e rs wo rking on an interp r e t i ve plan to arra n g e
for interp r e t i ve exhibits at the Byway sections identifi e d
as high in scenic quality.Wo rk with planning agencies to
i n c o rp o rate your scenic conservation plan stra t e g i e s
into their planning effo rt s .

•Celebrate and publicize your successes when yo u

realize the goals of your plan. Unless you tell them,
people may not realize that your hard wo rk protected
a particular viewshed or is bringing new life to the
d ow n t ow n . Use the local media to get the word out to
c o m mu n i t i e s . Keep local and state legislators info rm e d
of your effo rts and successes, and solicit their support .
Success also breeds success: if a particular stra t e g y
wo rked well in one community along the Byway, o t h e r
localities along the road are like ly to be interested and
want to know how they can take similar action.

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT TIPS



CASE STUDIES:
V I S UAL A S S E S S M E N T S

MEASURING THE PARKWAY’S BEAUTY 
Blue Ridge Parkway All-American Road 

(Virginia/North Carolina)

Authorized as a unit of the National Park system in 1936,
the Blue Ridge Parkway in Vi rginia and North Caro l i n a
g rew from the federal public works program during the
G reat Depression, which focused on c reating more jobs
and improving the impoverished economies of western
Vi rginia and North Carolina. P resident Franklin D.
Roosevelt envisioned an Appalachian skyway that would
showcase the mountains’ beauty. 

Connecting Shenandoah National Park with Great
Smoky Mountains National Park, the Blue Ridge
Parkway today provides visitors with views of the natural
and cultural treasures of the southern Appalachian
region. Several rare or endangered plant and animal
species live there. Within a day’s drive of more than
half of the U.S. population, the Byway welcomes
roughly 10 million visitors each year—more than any
other unit of the National Park system. 

A CHANGE OF SCENERY

In recent years, the scenery has changed. The majority 
of the Blue Ridge Parkway winds through privately owned
lands. Along much of its length, the park boundary is only
a short distance from the ro a d ’s shoulder. The parkway
b u ffer seemed adequate when the road was constru c t e d
and there was limited access for home sites. Tod a y,
i n c reasing residential and commercial development along
many sections of the parkway threaten the scenic views.
Adjacent farmland converts to residential uses at an
average rate of 12 percent per year.

“People are building right up to the boundary,” noted
Gail Stahlecker, National Park Service, in a Landscape
Architecture article (2002). “A lot of vistas where you
used to look out and see natural scenery, you’re now
seeing houses and development.” For these reasons,
visual resource management is one of the most pressing
challenges facing the Blue Ridge Parkway.

MINIMIZING SCENIC LOSS

The Blue Ridge Parkway staff is working to minimize 
scenic losses by involving local leaders in scenic 
quality analysis efforts and sponsoring research on 
the economic impacts of the parkway on adjacent
counties and communities. 

CASE STUDY: VISUAL ASSESSMENT
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Working in teams of three to five people, citizens can assess approximately 20 views per day. A mediator from the National Park Service keeps the
team focused on finding consensus about the views. The cross-representation groups have included citizens, business leaders, civic leaders, property
rights advocates and environmentalists. So far, 170 citizens have participated on 30 teams. Photos courtesy of the National Park Service.



To catalog and assess the views, parkway staff designed
a process to answer two key questions: Where are the
landscapes that the public views? and How beautiful are
they? The process includes:

1. A comprehensive analysis of what is seen along the
entire driving corridor

2. A workable and user-friendly vocabulary of view
areas organized by county/jurisdiction

3. An assessment of the quality/integrity of each of the
view areas as determined by local leaders

4. A rating of the vulnerability of the view areas 

With measurements and ratings in hand, it’s possible to
c reate a prioritized list of the most important view are a s
based on highest points. 

All of the areas seen from the entire 469-mile ro a d w a y
w e re cataloged using Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) with software developed by the Design Laboratory
of North Carolina State University. From the center
line, a computer scanned 360 degrees to a one-mile
outer limit every 100 feet. Local landscape architecture
students mapped important view areas.

For the parkway, the process continues with citizen
teams conducting assessments and rating the sites’ 
scenic integrity. The teams, typically composed of three
to five people, include people with diverse perspectives
for broad cross-representation—citizens, business 
leaders, elected officials, civic leaders, property rights
advocates and environmentalists. A National Park
Service mediator keeps the teams focused on finding
consensus about the views. In total, the process has
involved 170 leaders on 30 different teams. 

The scenic quality assessment has proven to be a highly
e ffective tool for linear systems, such as roadways. The
p rocess is easy to use and yields consistent results. Laura
R o t e g a rd, a community planner with the parkway, has
tested the re l i a b i l i t y. “I’ve taken several diff e rent groups 
to a key viewing site near our headquarters, such as 
foreign visitors, college students and school children. 
Nine different groups rated the same view, and their
results were all within one point of each other. This 
tells me the process works.” The process has also been
successfully used in Wisconsin (St. Croix Wild & Scenic
River), Colorado and Kentucky (Paris Pike). 

FINDING SOLUTIONS, CREATING ADVOCATES

According to Rotegard, one of the most important 
elements of each assessment was the picnic lunch for 
team members. “This is where the best solution-oriented
conversations have come out, with lots of talk about
the future of these areas,” said Rotegard. 

After participating on Grayson County’s team, Gary
R h u d y, chair of the board of supervisors, called Rotegard
to say, “My wife and I returned to the parkway and
drove it again for the first time in ten years. We saw 
the views our team had rated and the whole section 
we drove in an entirely new light.” 

Many of the participants have become important parkway
advocates. For example, Gary Rhudy was instrumental 
in persuading Grayson County, Virginia to adopt an 
o rdinance that prohibits major commercial development
near the parkway, permitting only small, family-oriented
tourism ventures. In Meadows of Dan, Virginia, the 
community embarked on a mini main street re n o v a t i o n ,
which grew from initial discussions among team members
after the assessment. Asheville, North Carolina has 
prohibited cell towers within the parkway viewshed. 

Quantitative information is powerful. It has provided a 
base for responsible land development by suggesting
development patterns that would have minimal impact
on scenic quality. The information can direct decisions
about investing limited land trust dollars, building tax
incentive programs and identifying lands for conserv a t i o n
easements. Along the Blue Ridge Parkway, the re s u l t s
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Students from Warren-Wilson College assess views along the Blue Ridge
Parkway. Photo courtesy of the National Park Service.
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To date, 1,487 views have been identified along the entire 469 miles of the Blue Ridge Parkway. A scenic quality assessment has been completed in 
19 counties (300 miles) with ten counties remaining. Photos courtesy of the National Park Service.
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have guided the National Park Service in taking a more
active role in protecting critical resources through
cooperative relationships with private landholders,
local communities and land trusts. 

RESULTS ON THE HORIZON

The process has triggered some amazing results in
Vi rginia and North Carolina. Local land trusts have used
tax re c o rds to identify landowners of highly vulnerable
view areas and begin discussions about minimizing
impacts on scenic quality. 

Economics have also played a critical role in helping
the parkway to advance arguments for protecting its
scenic views. The scenic views from the parkway were
one of the main reasons for its establishment in 1936,
and continue to be the major attraction for visitors.
According to a 1997 economic study sponsored by 
the National Park Service, the parkway’s 10 million
annual visitors contribute over $2.2 billion to the 29
surrounding counties. Additional research found that
nonresident visitors would reduce their visits by half
should development or pollution degrade the parkway’s
views by as little as 25 percent. A drop in visitation 
of this magnitude would seriously impact the local 
e c o n o m y, because 68 percent of visitors are nonre s i d e n t s .
Extrapolating from the studies, each jurisdiction would
lose $2-4 million annually in sales and tax revenues. 

Parkway staff has not been shy about using this 
information to defend the parkway from incompatible
development. “The ability to quantify the economic value
of the parkway’s views has been critical, particularly when
we have gone toe-to-toe over cell towers,” says Rotegard .
“We’ve been at the table where a telecommunications
company will say the new tower is a million dollar 
benefit.” Superintendent Daniel Brown has countered that
p a r k w a y ’s views are worth $2 billion, which is hard to top.”
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GIS GUIDES PROJECT PLANS 
Adirondack Park Agency (New York) 

The Adirondack Park Agency created a Visual Resourc e
I n v e n t o ry and Assessment methodology for collecting
natural and visual re s o u rces data along scenic road 
c o rridors in the six-million-acre Adirondack Park. The
m e t h od o l o g y, created for use and management with a
GIS program, was developed with a 1996 grant from the
New York State Scenic Byways Program. Application of
this methodology along the New York State Route 73
Scenic Byway, the main gateway to the Adirondack
High Peaks Region and Lake Placid, is helping guide a
number of planning and infrastructure improvement
projects currently underway along the corridor.

SCHOOL CHILDREN SEE V I S UAL QUALITY 
Edge of the Wilderness Scenic Byway

National Scenic Byway (Minnesota) 

Edge of the Wilderness Scenic Byway winds along 
the entire 47 miles of Highway 38, providing views of
vegetation, forest, lakes, rivers and streams, all re f l e c t i v e
of the beautiful terrain of northern Minnesota. In the
1980s the portion of the highway that lies within the
Chippewa National Forest was designated as a USDA
Forest Service Scenic B y w a y. After about 10 years, the
USDA Forest Service conducted an evaluation of the
Byway and recognized the route’s scenic quality as well
as the existing transportation system’s inadequacies. At
the same time, groups outside the Chippewa National
Forest boundary on Highway 38 became interested in
expanding the Byway to other p o rtions of the road. As
a result, a corridor management plan for Highway 38
was initiated in 1993. 

CASE STUDY: VISUAL ASSESSMENTCASE STUDY: VISUAL ASSESSMENT
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New York State Route 73 Scenic Byway has applied the Visual Resource Inventory and Assessment methodology to help guide decisions about corridor pro j e c t s .
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The Minnesota Department of Tr a n s p o rtation, USDA
F o rest Service and the Minnesota Department of Natural
R e s o u rces jointly convened a study group/task force to
work toward the plan development. The initial plan’s
components included assessing visual quality. To gain a
d i ff e rent perspective on visual quality, the planners gave
school-aged children cameras and asked them to take
photos of what they liked and did not like along the
Byway. Approximately twenty fifth- and sixth-grade 
students from the local school participated, each with
the potential to take 12 pictures. Planners also asked 
students to label their photos and provide a description 
of why they felt the way they did about the content. 

This activity produced two primary outcomes. First, the
management plan incorporated the information into
the visual assessment. Second, public meetings during
the development and celebration stages of the plan fea-
tured the photos displayed on poster boards. The photo
displays helped stimulate discussion about the different
visual qualities along the Byway, an outcome that was
not intended but welcomed.

C R E ATING TOOLS FOR SUCCESS 
Colorado River Headwaters Scenic and Historic Byway

(Colorado)

The mighty Colorado River provides water for the 
southwestern United States and once carved the 
monumental Grand Canyon. But, along the Colorado
River Headwaters Scenic and Historic Byway, the
Colorado River is a clear brook tumbling across gre e n i s h
meadows and down cramped re d rock gorges. 

Located in north-central Colorado, the Colorado River
Headwaters Scenic and Historic Byway (CRH Byway) 
follows the Colorado River for 80 miles, beginning at its
headwaters in Rocky Mountain National Park. The Byway
reflects Colorado’s unique geology, scenery, history, wildlife
and mountain ecology. Elk, deer, birds and moose can be
seen along the route. In many places, towering mountain
ranges and wilderness areas are visible from the highway.

The Byway is rich in re s o u rces and intrinsic qualities.
Managed by a volunteer group and multiple govern m e n t a l
jurisdictions, there ’s potential for a lot of “C&C” (general
confusion and chaos). But the Byway has employed some
tools to help coordinate eff o rts along the corr i d o r. These
tools could be useful for many Byway groups. 

BYWAY INTRINSIC RESOURCES GRID

To assist in planning future projects and activities for
the Byway, the group created a tool they call the
“Byway Intrinsic Resources Grid” (see Appendix C).
Dawnie Baldo, D. Jackson and Associates, Inc., said, 
“It became a very helpful tool in developing the
resource management plan for our local Byway.”

The grid asks Byway members to identify several elements:

1. The resource’s intrinsic qualities: scenic, historic,
cultural, recreational, natural or archaeological.

2 . R e s o u rces that should be enhanced (E) or protected (P).

3. Resources under commercial management versus
public or nonprofit management. 

4. Sites that need additional visitor information (INF).

5. Sites that currently have interpretive information (INT).

CASE STUDY: VISUAL ASSESSMENT
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Edge of the Wilderness Scenic Byway winds along the entire 47 miles of
Highway 38, providing views of vegetation, forest, lakes, rivers and
streams, all reflective of the beautiful terrain of northern Minnesota.



Not only does the process provide a clear picture of
Byway resources, it lays the groundwork for developing
protection, enhancement and promotion strategies. 
By using the tool, Byway stakeholders can analyze and
prioritize future needs along the Byway.

SIGN AND EXHIBIT INVENTORY

The organization is just beginning to develop a 
computerized database to manage the Byway’s sign 
and exhibit inventory. The database will include: 
(1) location, (2) type of sign, (3) composition, constru c t i o n
and design details, (4) jurisdiction responsible for the
sign/exhibit, (5) date installed/updated, (6) easements,
p e rmissions and access rights information and (7) a photo. 

Since the CRH Byway runs through a variety of public
lands, the organization needs a framework for cohesive
i n t e r p retation of Byway re s o u rces. The inventory system
will provide valuable information for Byway stakeholders
that are caretakers of the signs and exhibits along the route. 

Baldo said, “When a sign needs to be updated, changed or
replaced, we’ll know who is responsible and what’s involved
in the process. We feel that this will be an essential tool
in maintaining the quality of interpretation along the
Byway and provide a framework for consistent design.”
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The impressive Colorado River here begins with the snowmelt in the
Rocky Mountains near the La Poudre Pass. The area is a paradise for
fishing, canoeing and rafting. Photo courtesy of Greater Granby Area
Chamber of Commerce.


